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Bunzel open house

Spartan Dail

SJS Pres. John Bunzel has announced that he will have two open
houses during the month of May. During these meetings students will be able
to discuss problems with the president
or just get to know him.
The open house meetings will be
held on May 2 and May 10, from 3
to 4 p.m. in the president’s office,
Tower Hall 206.

Serving the San Jose State College Community Since 1934

Country Joe at SJS

Anti-war talk tonight
By STEVE SMYTHE
Country Joe McDonald, anti -Vietnam activist who achieved prominence as a rock recording star with "Country Joe and the Fish,"
will appear at Morris Dailey Auditorium this
evening at 8 as anti -war sentiment builds toward Saturday’s scheduled demonstration in
San Francisco.
McDonald will be joined by Tom Hayden,
a defendant in the famed Chicago 8 trail and
co-founder of the Students for a Democratic
Society, Robert Scheer of the Anti -Imperialist
Coalition, Fania Jordan, sister of Angela
Davis, and Le Anti Tu, Vietnamese woman and
student leader.
Admission to this anti -war forum is free,
and representatives of the Graphic Offensive,
sponsor of the program, anticipate a capacity audience.
Rene Snellen, co -coordinator of the
Graphic Offensive, describes tonight’s program as a combined "teach -in and entertainment" vehicle to generate massive support
for the large-scale demonstration organized
by the Bay Area April 22 Coalition for Saturday.
Entwined with speeches will be an air
war slide presentation by Hayden and music
by McDonald.
The program, Snellen indicates, will go a
long way toward gauging the degree of support
the anti -war movement has on the SJS campus, which has remained relatively non vocal since the escalation of bombing in North
Vietnam.
In a meeting of anti -war activists yesterday at SJS, organizers voted to hold
a rally tomorrow afternoon at 12:30 at Seventh
Street.
Direction for the rally, Snellen explains,
will largely be determined by tonight’s program. Interested persons may remain after
the forum concludes to discuss plans for
the rally. Opinions voiced at this time, Snellen
adds, will help chart the course of future
anti -war activity in San Jose.
While a nationwide student strike threatens
to paralyze as many as 100 colleges and
universities, Snellen indicates that a walk -

Candidates debate
will be held today
Presidential candidates will face off in a
debate today, at 1:30 p.m. in the old Science
Bldg., room 112.
The debate is the first public confrontation between the candidates this semester.
Each candidate will be allowed a three minute opening statement, followed by a
question -answer session from the audience.
Closing two -minute statements will then
follow.
Speaking at the debate will be Mike Buck,
incumbent, Steve Burch, Initiative 12,
Dennis King, Marty Sub, Common Cause
Coalition Party, and Stan Caress.

out at SJS patterned after that of spring,
1970, is unlikely Friday.
"At least not in the sense that everybody
is going to just walk off the campus," he
clarified.
"What we would prefer to do,"
he illustrates, "is to turn the campus around,
using the facilities for ’no business as usual."
Specifically, areas of the campus would be
used as "communication centers,"Snellen explains, which would help to inform people
of the seven point peace proposal offered in
Paris July 1, 1971, by the North Vietnamese
Provisional Revolutionary Government (PRG).
In yesterday’s meeting, attended by some
30 local students representing several antiwar organizations, it was unanimously resolved to unite in support of this proposal,
formerly rejected by U.S. peace negotiators
in Paris.
The fundamental rallying points contained
in the PGR proposal, Snellen specifies, are the
withdrawal of all American troops, military
personnel, weapons and war materials and
those of its allies by a specific date; and
cessation of U.S. intervention in the political affairs of South Vietnam as well as withdrawal of support from the regime of Nguyen
Van Thieu.
The possibility of a student strike at
nearby San Jose Community College was
amplified yesterday as representatives from

SJCC revealed that an informal vote on
campus supported a strike measure.
The agenda for Saturday’s demonstration.
Snellen indicates, is set.
A car pool is being organized, leaving from
Seventh Street and San Fernando at 7:30
a . m.
Preliminary activity to the wind-up at
Kezar Stadium will begin with a demonstration at Golden Gate Park.
Recognizing past difficulties, organizers
for the massive Bay Area gathering have determined not to repeat past performances,
Snellen affirms.
"There will be just a short march, and
only an hour of speeches at most," he assures
The confirmed list of participants includes Black comic, author Dick Gregory,
film actress and Oscar winner Jane Fonda,
Le Anh To, Dolores Huerta, of the United
Farm Workers of California, and Country
Joe McDonald.
Angela Davis, who has publically supported
the demonstration, will not be able to attend
because of conditions specified by her release from prison on bail.
However, she will communicate to the
rally by telephone, as will Mrs. Nguyen Thi
Binh, foreign minister of the Provisional
Revolutionary Government of the Republic of
South Vietnam.

Angela Davis’ attorneys formally asked the court yesterday to prohibit the introduction of love letters from Davis to Soledad Brother George Jackson as evidence
at her muder, kidnap, conspiracy trial.
A portion of one letter from Miss Davis intercepted in the prison mail room by prosecution witness and Soledad Prison guard R.W. Kelsey said "All my life, my life’s
efforts are in one directionto free George Jackson and the Soledad Brothers. Man, I’m
in a lot of trouble but I don’t give a damn."
The defense brought a halt to the jury’s presence by making a motion to not have the
letter submitted as evidence on the grounds that the evidence was illegally obtained.
Today the prosecution will try to show cause for the evidence to be submitted.
I.

Cusimano attacks Council, resigns as vice-chairman;
budget discussion sparks funding controversy
By RICK MALASPINA
In an unexpected move yesterday, A.S
Council Vice Chairman Matt Cusimano announced his resignation to Council.
Reading from a prepared statement,
Cusimano told Council, "I have performed
my duty to the people who elected me, and
now I feel a moral obligation to perform a
more binding duty --to myself and iny sensibilities.
"I hearby resign from the Student
Council."
Without mentioning names or details,
Cusimano added, "Morally, I can no longer
accept this body in light of several of the
individuals composing it."
He added that he had been the subject of
"verbal and written abuse" and had "been
threatened by groups approaching Council
for money."
Cusimano, elected to Council last spring,
also charged Council with making two resolutions he introduced last week "the subject of comic rhetoric."
One resolution asked Council to publically
demand that North Vietnam abide by the
Geneva accords concerning treatment of
prisoners of war and to release the names
of prisoners.

In response to Cusimano’s resolution,
Councilman Steve Wong argued the demand
was invalid while the U.S. persisted in
bombing North Vietnam.
Cusimano also asked Council to pass a
resolution urging SJS to become part of the
"world community."
The measure suggested Council allot .01 per cent of A.S.

Mott Cusimino quits

hinds about $50) to the United Nations
general fund.
Again certain council members protested Cusimano’s request, citing the U.N.
as useless and ineffective.
At the end of heated debate last week,
Council rejected both of Cusimano’s resolutions.
Cusimano today gave his opinion of his
"courage of conviction" and read a one
page discertation on his concept of the
courageous man.
He ended saying, "So that’s it, good
bye; I’m through" and walked out.
Later in yesterday’s meeting, a battle
flared concerning the A.S. budget and budgetary procedures.
Lee Anderson, a spokesman from the
SJS Radio -Television News Center (RNTC)
demanded to know why RNTC was excluded from the A.S. Budget Committee’s
proposed budget even though the center
had submitted a budget weeks ago.
Anderson explained that A.S. Business
Manager George Watts and A.S. Pres. Mike
Buck told him not to attend a recent budget
committee hearing in which the 1972-73 budget was formulated.
Instead, complained Anderson, Buck ad-

vised him to wait for a decision from the
FM Policy Committee, an agency designed
by Buck, concerning RNTC structure and
funding.
Anderson later discovered that the committee was not formally organized and had
no authority.
To discuss the matter further Council
moved into executive session, a session
barred from press coverage.
After the session, Council passed a
motion by Councilman Bob Hansen asking
departments not funded by Buck’s proposed
budget to submit line item budgets to Council
by April 27.
Following the Council meeting, A.S. Vice
Pres. Steve Takakawa informed the Daily
he would hold a formal meeting to answer
questions from departments and all interested persons regarding the proposed
budget (see story page 5).
He noted an A.S. Constitution stipulation
that the budget must be presented to Council
early in the spring semester, but that it still
has not come to council.
After moving out of executive session,
Buck told Council members they could pick
up copies of the budget tomorrow afternoon
in the A.S. Business Office.

Varied subjects the key
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The spice of graffiti
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By LA QUITA BALDOCK
Second of Two Parts
"President Bunzel sleeps with a night
light."
College students will write anything, if
given enough space.
The "Bunzel" graffito and hundreds of
others were written by students reacting to
the anonymous statement, "Please write
what you want in this space," written across
a posted seven -foot -high piece of blank paper.
"Variety is the spice of life and of graffiti."
Graffiti are old, new, political, religious
and much more.
They are what people think, and then write
down for others to think about.
Political graffiti are usually of the anti something -or -other kind written by those
not in power such as "Is the U.S. ready for
self-government? No, damn it," "Support
our police state," "Ban the bomb," or
"NOMORWAR."
Others are written against a specific
political figure like "If you liked Hitter, you’ll
love Nixon." "After five years of Lady Bird,
we must now stand Pat," and "Reagan only
wants to use the White House as a stepping
stone."
Although modern writers say it differently, much the same things were scratched on walls before progress was measured
in terms of a ball point pen.
Norton Mock ridge ’ s book, "The Scrawl of
the Wild," gives a comparison chart of
some similarities found between graffiti
from the Roman city of Pompeii and Los
Angeles, California.
MESSAGE TYPE
Politic&
advertisement
Seim&
solicitation

POMPEII, A D 71
Hermes recommends
Calyentius as
Mayor
1 am yours for
2 coppers

LOS ANGELES
AD 1%5
Edelm n
Council

for

on

/25
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Poetic humor

0 wall. so many men
come hare to scrawl.
I wonder that your
burdened sides don’t
fall

Some come
sit and think.
others come to
stink

Satiric graffiti on a religious theme
include "Atheism doesn’t have a prayer,"
"Let priests marry, it ’11 give them a working
knowledge of Hell," and "God isn’t dead,
he just doesn’t want to get involved."
Added to one of the local religious
signs expounding "Jesus saves" was the
socio-economic protest "He couldn’t do it
on my salary."
Two found stressing the positive side
were "God always loves you" and "There’s
an easy way to God, get your maps here"
were found outside a local church.
One caution: If you think you’ll leave
all this behind you after graduation, you’re
wrong. The business world outside also has
its graffiti.
"Madison Avenue is a bluffer zone, inhabited by abominable snowmen" is but oil..
of the occupational graffiti related to a
specific job. "If you like to work with people,
be a mortician," is another sick humor
example, but there are many that fit into a
general employee comment niche.
"Help popularize sanity in your place of
employment, but being insane helps you fit
in better," "When management wants your
opinion they’ll give it to you," "Our jobs are
safe, no machine would work under these
conditons’’ show the worker’s dissatifaction.
Not even nursery rhymes or horror
fiction is sacred to the graffiti writer. "Little
Bo Peep works with crooks, fleecing kids"
and "Dracula is a pain the the neck" are
examples of jaunts into the fictional world.
Convinced of the merits that reading,
writing, and collecting graffiti can have?
Be forewarned that there are inherent
dangers in this scholarly and rewarding
pursuit.
Of the physical dangers, not the least is

perpetual chapped hands, due to the continual hand -washing that must be done to
keep up your -just-dropped-in-to-do-whatcomes-naturally" front.
Secondly, it is against the law to deface
public property and usually too time-consuming to check out ownership before creating. So, if you’re caught writing your own
masterpiece, there is the chance of fines
and possibly jail.
Perhaps the most distressing, to the
enthusiast collector, is the psychological
trauma of trying to explain what you’re
doing in the bathroom with your camera
and flash attachment.
No one’s going to believe you --no matter
how erudite and legitimate your reasons and
explanations.

Chief Dan George
will speak Monday
on ’Indian Affairs’
Chief Dan George, the Canadian Indian
who gained fame and an Academy Award
nomination for his role in the film "Little
Big Man," will speak on "Indian Affairs"
Monday at 1 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
George lives on the Burrard Reserve in
North Vancouver, British Columbia where he
was born in 1889. He has been active in the
entertainment field for the last 25 years.
George has served as chief of his reserve
for 12 years. He is also the father of six,
grandfather of 36, and great grandfather of
three.
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Rep.McCloskey story unfolds
Joyce Krieg
Now it appears that either Dr.
Cole or Barry may drop out of the
race.
Gary Gillmore, mayor of Santa
Clara and a Democratic candidate
in the 17th, said Sunday he has been
told by people close to McCloskey
that Barry may soon drop out of the
race.
Yesterday morning, Tim
McGrath, one of Gillmore’s workers,
He said that
amplified the story.
he’s heard that Dr. Cole and Barry
is
Whomever
a
deal:
have made
behind in the polls at a certain date
will drop out in favor of the leading
candidate.
Barry has denied that he’s planning to drop out of the race. His
campaigner’s have recently put up a
number of billboards on the Bay shore
in San Mateo County, which either
means he’s definitely in the race, or
he’s making a last-ditch effort to
come out on top in the polls.
If either Republican does dropout.
it’s curtains for Pete McCloskey.

A couple of days ago, I was
hurrying down the stairs of the Journalism Building when I was stopped
by one of the students working in the
McGovern campaign.
"When are you ever going to
stop writing about the 17th Congressional District?" he demanded.
"But it’s so interesting," I protested. "It’s got everything: Pete
McCloskey, a big hairy Democratic
primary fight..."
Albeit objections, Political Beat
offers the latest episode in the Continuing Saga of the 17th Congressional
District.
When we left last week, our Hero
and/or Villain (take your pick) incumbent Pete McCloskey was facing
a tough primary fight, being challenged by former Congressman Bob
Barry and Dr. Royce Cole, member
of the Palto Alto Unified School
District board. McCloskey himself
has said he believes he has only
about one chance in three in getting
the nomination.

’The world will little note nor long remember what we say here...

Letters to the Editor
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March in City is cheaper
Editor:
On Wednesday, April 12, the Daily
published a letter from members of
the SMC and other groups, urging
people to march in Los Angeles on
April 22 to demand an end to the
bombing and withdrawal of all U.S.
troops from’ Southeast Asia.
They choose to omit the fact
that people could save themselves
the $14.50 bus fare and demonstrate
even more clearly their solidarity
with the Vietnamese revolution by
demonstrating in San Francisco with
the Bay Area April 22 Coalition.
The Bay Area April 22 Coalition
represents a new kind of politics and
a demonstration that will be substantially different from those of the
past.
We do not simply demand "out
now" but support the will of the
Vietnamese people: the Seven Point
Peace Proposal of the Provisional
Revolutionary Government of Vietnam.
The Coaltion does not see the
Indochinese conflict as a terrible
mistake or an isolated incident, but
as a consistent manifestation of
American foreign policy, and demonstrates against imperialism and U.S.
interference in the internal affairs of
any country.
The Coalition knows that the war is
part of the fabric of repression that
affects all our lives, and demonstrates against Nixon’s policies of
economic, political, racial and sexist

oppression.
The San Francisco demonstration
will not be a physical fitness event.
nor will it involve people sitting
passively for hours while scores
of liberal politicians and other speakers mention their desire to "bring the
boys home."
There will be less than an how
of speeches (David Dellinger, Dick
Gregory, Le Anh Tu and a member
of the Young Lords Party are scheduled to appear) and the rest of the
afternoon will be given over to films,
guerrilla theater, peoples’ bands and
booths by various groups.
It will not be the semi-annual
symbolic show, but a chance to
strengthen and build the Movement
on a day-to-day basis in the Bay
Area.
With the major developments in
the war of the last week, when
Nixon’s only options are to involve
more U.S. ground troops or drop
tactical nuclear weapons, it’s vital
that we make our voices of opposition heard.
San Jose - Bay Area April 22
Coalition: San Jose Vietnam Veterans against the War, Northern Calif.
Coalition to Free Billy Smith, Revolutionary Union, San Jose City
College Political Prisoners Committee, San Jose City College RAM,
Irish Republican Club, Iranian Students Association, The Graphic Offensive (Sedition).

Coffeehut staff apologizes
Editor:
We, the Coffee House staff, would
like to apologize to all the people
who had to be turned away without
dinner at the spaghetti feed Tuesday
night. We were not expecting such
a large turnout. This is the first
time we have done anything like that,
and were rather inexperienced. We
sold 200 dinners and went through
40 pounds of spaghetti.
Because of the success of the
feed, we will be having another feed

next Tuesday, the 25th, starting at
5:30.
This time there will be 80
pounds of spaghetti.
Dinner including spaghetti, salad, garlic bread
and a drink will be served for 50
cents. There will be live entertainment and enough food for everyone.
Again our apologies and a big
thank -you to all who enjoyed the
evening.
We would also like to
thank several friends who helped
us out.
The Coffee House Staff

‘Limited amount of help’
Editor:
A devastating earthquake has recently struck Fars, the southern
province of Iran, leaving over 30
hamlets stretching over a 250 mile
long area in complete destruction.
Not only have more than 5000 persons been killed, but thousands of
other individuals have also lost their
homes, families, and what little
security they had known before.
Ironically those who suffered and
lost a lot as a result of this major
catastrophe are those who had almost
nothing to lose financially. Villagers,
who inhabited dwellings averaging
eight to a room, don’t even possess
that slight shelter now. Living in
poverty-stricken rural areas, these
peasants must now endure the nadir
of destitution.
Farmers returned
from the fields to find their wives
and children either dead or screaming beneath the ruins. Many began
to dig in vain toward the direction
of the cries. In a nation where 60
per cent of the population live in
villages consisting of adobe and straw
huts, it is not surprising that a
natural phenomena like this causes
such dreadful results.
An analogy can be drawn between
the earthquake in Iran and that which
occurred in Los AngeJes in 1971.
Although the intensity measure of
the latter earthquake was about 7.5
(only two points less than in Iran),
not more than 30 people were killed
In Los Angeles because they resided
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in fairly well -constructed buildings.
In a nation like Iran which is rich in
various natural resources, there is
little being done by the corrupt government to ameliorate these poor
standards.
And now that such an
earthquake has hit, only a limited
amount of help is being offered to
these people.
After a major earthquake in 1968
the Confederation of Iranian Students
was able to raise and send over
$40,000 to Iran with their representative, Hosein Rezeai. This money
was effectively used to build a hospital
and school; and it has shown that we as
students have great potential for helping people through such crisis.
This month Iranian students in
San Jose have a Fund Raising Campaign to collect money for this recent
earthquake. A table has been set up
near the Student Union in order that
students will become aware of the
present situation and will be able to
donate money.
We are asking for
donations because your money will
make a difference in helping these
people at this crucial time. Your
donations will be extremely appreciated.
Please send to:
Iranian Students Association in
US. (ISAUS), Earthquake Relief Fund.
Account #0138-388913, Wells Fargo
Bank, 2460 Bancroft Way, Berkeley,
Calif. 94704
Iranian Students Association in
San Jose State College
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Women’s values change
by Eileen Colla
Now that Women’s Week is all
over.. .what significance has it really
had? The thoughts that stick with
me most are those relating to new
attitudes.
Throughout the week a challenge
rang forth urging women to evaluate
their values as women and as human
beings.
Women should realize they do
have a choice about the direction
If you
their lives should take.
choose to be a housewife --great.
But you needn’t feel like you must
conform to certain roles.
Women shouldn’t fear becoming
involved in politics. It’s high time
a woman’s point of view is expressed
in the political world.
Women now know they can be
heard but they must fight harder
than most men to retain positions
in politics among men.
And women don’t have to run
for offices to get involved with crucial
issues including the rights of women.
A woman can start in her own home
by teaching her children to feel like
human beings and not stereotyped
in roles.
It is important for women to
become more instrumental in organizing and initiating plans which
will directly affect them.
Their participation will help balance the issues.
Men and women
alike must begin to realize that
women think as well as feel.

Country
going fast
by Ken Mohr
Yes, Virginia, there is a difference between the country and the
city.
I realize that when you look out
your window, all you can see are
miles and miles of houses and streets.
Your friends tell you that there is no
such thing as country.
Now you are wondering exactly
what country is.
Have faith, Virginia! Despite the
overwhelming numbers of plastic
people, there are still biodegradeable
things.
Over the rainbow, just beyond the
smog, the acres of funny green stuff
outnumber the acres of concrete.
And lo and behold, the farther
away from the city one goes, the
more one realizes that there is a self.
One does not have to be ruled by advertisements and politicians!
I am telling you all of this in the
hope that you will visit this wonderland within the next 20 years. After
that you may have trouble finding the
country.

All too often, women are catagorized as emotional unable to really
use their heads for anything other
than running a household.
formation of women’s
The
political organizations, rap groups
and clubs are all important in fostering unity among women. In these
groups women are encouraged to rely
on their own initiative.
I don’t believe the intent is to
fight men. It’s to fight ignorance by
educating men and women about the
significance of female participation
in all facets of life.

With two opponents to split the anti McCloskey vote, he may have a fighting chance, but with one opponent,
he’d be finished. Which is, of course,
why the rumors about dropping out of
the race are flying so fast.
Grim wake
Edmund "Pat" Brown, a name
out of California’s political past,
came to San Jose Friday afternoon
to give a pep talk for Edmund Muskie
at a cocktail party. Despite his jokes
and anecdotes and the food and liquor,
the atmosphere was grim, more like
a wake than a party.
Brown, paunchier and jowlier than
when he was living in the governor’s
mansion, seemed almost wistful when
he said, "I enjoy private life, but not
anyway NEAR as much as I enjoyed
being governor of the state of California!"
He dwelt on the mistakes he felt
he made as governor, a sure sign
that he knows he’s finished in politics.
"I hate to tell you this, but 1 didn’t
have the environmental sense when I
was governor. I was thinking of the
young people who would come into
this state, trying to prepare for the
onslaught of people who were in
here."
In other parts of this short speech,
Brown proved that he has the moxie
his son Jerry has been unable to
"When your wife says,
perfect.
’dry those dishes’ you realize you’re
no longer governor," he joked.
Only about 75 people came to see
Brown, a small turn out even at $40
It was as if they were
a throw.
coming to see a has-been talk about
a campaign that never was.
Compromise candidate
In a way it’s too bad about Edmund
Muskie, though, because he’s the only
compromise candidate (excluding
Teddy Kennedy) the Democratic party
has.
If McGovern gets the Democratic
party nomination, many of the old
Roosevelt coalition factions may desert the party because they fear
McGovern’s liberal stance.
And if Hubert Humphrey gets the
nomination, the Lyndon Johnson albatross may cost the party much of
the liberal vote, particularly if either
McGovern or McCarthy starts a
fourth party.
Before the temper tantrums of
New Hampshire and the defeat of
Wisconsin, Muskie was acceptable
to the moderate wing and was not
who abhorrent to the liberal bloc.
And then, too, there’s nothing
that Richard Nixon would like better
than to see George McGovern get
the Democratic nomination. With a
candidate that even all Democrats
can’t accept, Nixon would have an
easy time getting another four-year
lease on the White House.

‘I think I may be sick’
by Joanne Peterson
meant no.
I just spent three days at home
She understood because all of a
sick. Even though my symptoms insudden I was engulfed with the smell
dicated a cold, I decided to make
of alcohol.
use of our Health Center’s services.
In the background I could hear
I didn’t have to wait long to have
my blood going around in a centrifuge.
my temperature taken. But once the
thermometer was in my mouth, the
That didn’t help clear away the fuznurse left it there for 10 minutes -.ziness on the brain.
And then she
or so it seemed.
Well, it turns out I have a bacterial
never did tell me if I had a fever.
infection (not strep) in my throat.
That’s all I know, but I have to
I had heard that some of the
doctors are good and some aren’t,
He prescribed
believe the Doc.
so I didn’t know what I was getting
little yellow pills.
into when I said anyone would do.
Now I need another pill --to help
The doctor was nice enough -recover from my treatment at the
only one complaint: I nearly choked
Health Center.
when he took the throat culture.
lab
From there I went to the
for a couple of tests. I can’t remember the last time I had a blood test.
Serving the San Jose State College Comm,. ’,
Anyway, I had forgotten the sight of
Second class postage paid at San Jose, California
blood makes me sick.
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all that blood was coming out of
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MY body.
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Then I uttered those famous last
Folger Publications, Inc , Union City
words, "I think I may be sick."
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Advertising Manager
The nurse asked me if I could
Jerry Herdegen
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Editor
.Penny Spar
walk.
I mumbled something that
News Editor
Joyce McCollister
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Schatmeier, Mark Simon, Linda Smith, L innea Smith,
Stephw Smythe, Terri Sprenger, Cathy Tallyn, Steve
Webber, Roger Woo. Dated Zapata
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Woman, two men breast views

Three vie for ’non-political’ office
By ANNE HESSON
She said that her reasons
Stressing the non-politi- for seeking the office are twocal nature of the office, the fold: she belongs to no polithree candidates for A.S. tical organizations and is not
Attorney General discussed affiliated with any group, and
their plans and aspirations at she wants to see more women
a press conference with the "out of the kitchen" and into
Spartan Daily yesterday.
responsible positions in the
The three candidates are: community.
Miss Diahnne La’Mothe, 22,
Miss LaMothe criticized
Rich Overstreet, 20, and John the current Attorney General
Walker, 25. All are Juniors. Steve Burch and former
The A.S. elections will attorney generals for their
take place April 26 and 27. involvement of the office in

the political arena.
defending both
sides of
"When he hired 12 assis- the political spectrum.
tant justices, they were all
Rich Overstreet considmales," she said.
ers the duties of the AttorMiss
La’Mothe
has ney Genreal to be a full
worked as a secretary in the time job.
A.S. offices for three years.
Overstreet was a lower
The woman candidate sees division representative in the
her duties as prosecuting and A.S. Council this year. He

supports the child day care
center, the women’s center,
and was one of the sponsors
of the instructionally related
programs initiative. He is
a member of the Initiative
’72 ticket.
"The Associated Student
government is a service or -

News Review
Editorial calls for protest
BOSTON (AP) --Three college newspapers in California
printed a strike editorial in Tuesday’s editions calling for
a moratorium Friday and a student strike to protest the
escalation of the airwar in North Vietnam, according to the
Harvard Crimson.
The Harvard paper said the one -day moratorium would
allow students to attend major antiwar demonstrations Saturday in New York and Los Angeles. There will also be a
demonstration at Kezar Stadium in San Francisco.
The decision to run the strike editorial at the University
of California at Berkeley and Davis and Stanford University
was made after a conference telephone call.
Ten other college papers throughout the nation ran the
editorial, which called for a strike "not against the university but against the war."
The editorial concluded with a call for a strike which
will "offer students an opportunity to work against the war
in these critical days."

John A. Walker

ganization for the students,"
he said, "I don’t see myself
or any of the other candidates
as politicians."
If elected, first priorities
for Overstreet would include
an initiative so that students
could decide if incumbent
candidates for executive offices would be allowed to seek
re-election.
Overstreet claimed that
the Initiative ’72 ticket was
organized only after the supporters of the initiative realized that A.S. President Mike
Buck would be seeking reelection.
"Buck has victimized
these programs (i nstru ctionally related programs
such as the Spartan Daily,
the Radio -Television News
Center, SCIP)," he said.
The third candidate for the
office is John Walker. a 25 year -old veteran. This is
his first attempt to fill an

elected office.
The office of the Attorney General is supposed "to
represent the students and
their rights to the judiciary
and provide a communication
link between the students and
civil law enforcement agencies," according to Walker.
"I decided to run after
questioning students. I discovered apathy, dissatisfaction, and a lack of relevance

in student government," tii
explained.
Walker said it is Impor
tant that the attorney general is the only member Of the
executive committee whiti
does not answer to the A s
president
"I would like to maintain
an office open to all stti
dents," he declared, Walke
also supports a legal referral service for students.
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Task force seeks help
With 4,000 signatures
collected on its Coastline Initiative petition, SJS’ Environmental Task Force is now
seeking help with the timeconsuming chore of precincting the signatures they have
gathered.
The precinct number of
every person signing the petition must be found on precinct
maps and placed with the
name before the county registrar of voters will accept
the petition.
For the initiative to qual
ify for the November ballot.
the petitions must be turned
in by June 9.
To meet this deadline, the
task force has set up precincting headquarters in the
Environmental Studies Department, Building U.
They will hold a strategy
session in Building U today
at 2 p.m. Peggy Ledyard,
campus coordinator for the
Coastal Alliance, emphasized

that more volunteers are
needed to help with precincting work.
In other developments,
task force members will continue to collect signatures on
campus for at least another

week. Signatures will be
taken at a table in the Col
lege Union and in the Environmental Studies Dept.
Members of the task force
also plan to continue circulating petitions at local shopping centers.

Money raised by
Iranian students
SJS’ Iranian Student Association is
now raising
money for the victims of the
earthquake which killed 5,000
persons in Iran two weeks
ago.
From 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
a table will be set up in front
of the College Union for donations.
The money will be used for
housing and hospitals for the

earthquake victims, according to Ali Hojat of the Iranian Student Association.
The drive for donations at
SJS is part of a world-wide
campaign by Iranian students
he said.
,8.9/89,4’80Idere 048140% ;

’0611j

HEW presents 10
fellowships to SJS
Ten grants have been
awarded to SJS to train college teachers and administrators by the Health, Education and Welfare (HEW)
education division, as part of
$4.9 million awarded to 89
colleges and universities.
The grants will support
912 fellowships for preparing
personnel to staff two -and
four-year colleges and universities to serve the needs
of low-income students. Fellowships are usually awarded
for one or two years.

According to HEW, the
recipient receives a stipend
of $2,400 for the first 12
month period and $2,600 for
the second. An allowance of
$500 a year for each dependent is also provided.
The institution is paid an
allowance of $2,700 per fellow
to cover the cost of tuition,
instructional fees and other
training costs.
Other California institutions receiving grants are
California State Colleges and
the University of California.
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Historian’s art

South Bay
rock -folk -soul

Classics recreated
BY CONNIE FUKUDA
Special to the Daily
Never

By Dave Crawford

The typical Merry Clayton...
Another dynamic show
last Thursday night seemed to be no big deal for young
gospel -soul singer Merry
Clayton.
her
with
Appearing
superb five -man band at the
she
Campbell
Bodega in
showed her usual control
over things as she expressed
her soul shouting as seemingly just another night’s
club work.
Miss Clayton, who was
formerly a "backup" singer
with some very impressive
credits (Ray Charles, Joe
Cocker, Rolling Stones), now
has her very own exciting
show to reveal her versatility with material from folk
to straight gospel -soul.
Although Thursday
night’s performance didn’t
equal her superlative sets a
few months back at Los Altos’ Chuck’s Cellar, the Bodega crowd heard the typical
Merry which includes a
churning version of James
Taylor’s "Steamroller
Blues," a funky take of the
Staples Singers’ "Respect
Yourself," and her own personal interpretation of Bill
Withers’ chunk of Black
sociology, -Grandma’s
Hands."
Even though her sets are
fairly standard (Three Dog
Night’s -I’ve Never Been
to Spain" was new), they
never get tiring because
Merry always has a new
soul phrasing. And her
voice, which concentrates in
the lower register rather
than the Iiivh screatny coun-

try, does a real job on any
tune.
Miss Clayton, whose
latest album on Ode is
"Merry Clayton," appears
in concert with Stoneground
and Copperhead this Saturday in the SJS Men’s Gym.
The Chambers Brothers
make a rare Bay Area appearance Sunday and Monday
at Isadore’s in San Jose ($3).
Jazz veteran Mose Allison
Monday through Wednesday
at Palo Alto In Your Ear
($2.50); Tower of Power
1rock tonight at C
Bodega. ($2).
SAN JOSE S
Soul Typewriter F
urday at the Wareh
Foliorman tow tonight,
day -Saturday, Childho
In
day at Ricardo’s
through Saturday, Or.
Sunday at the Garlic F
Hatch Cower -Cella II F
Lee
soul tonight and Saturday, Ja
N..... Fruity, Chris Rainey Sun
day

OUTSIDE SAN JOSE
Staton Brothers Friday and Sat
urday, James Lee R
Sunday
al the Bodega in Campbell At In
Your Ear in Palo Alto Mik Whit*
Friday Saturday, Hoodoo Rhythern
Devils Sunday

Copperhead
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Pain, bitter humor
in Black drama
BY BETTY HARJU

"Ceremonies in Dark Old
Men," performed by the
Pan- Africah Players, will be
presented tomorrow and Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in the
Drama Studio Theatre.
The drama is directed
by Opal Brown, instructor
in Black Studies, and is presented free of admission
charge.
Lonne Elder ill’s two -act
play is close in scope to the
work of Lorraine Hansberry
in the late ’50s and early
’60s and, to some extent, the
earlier literature of Langston Hughes.
Much of Elder’s bitter
humor and pathos can also
be traced to the style of
Sean 0’ Casey, innovator
of Irish folk drama. "Ceremonies," done in New York
in 1969, was his first pro-

fessionally produced play.
The author weaves the
fabric of the plot out of the
drudgery and pain inherent
in the lives of his Harlem
characters. By keeping the
focus narrow and avoiding
idealistic or heroic gestures
that might tend to distract,
he coaxes his characters
forth into vivid personal relationships.
"Ceremonies" is ideally
suited for production in an
intimate house, such as one
approximated by the Studio
Theatre. The set is a composite of a Harlem store apartment, the main action
centered in a meanly furnished barber shop.
The initial conflict is the
struggle of Russell Parker,
an unemployed ex-vaudevillain-cum barber, to gain
control of his household from

Leave

fiini

*It7Cit

BY GLENN LAFRANK
San Francisco
The
Symphony Conductor
Emeritus Josef Krips made
an appearance as guest
conductor of the symphony
at De Anza’s Flint Center
Most of the
Saturday.
audience was glad he did.
Krips was one of many
guest conductors for the
orchestra this season, and
was one of the better ones,
The ’70 -year -old conductor had the group under
control the entire evening,
as he brought about the
dynamic changes with the
slightest motions of his
hands.
Krip’s strongest point
was his choice of music.
The Symphony played Schuhert’s -Symphony No. 2

in B Flat Major,.. Strauss’
"Till Eulenspiegel’s
Merry Pranks, Op. 28,"
and Beethoven’s "Symphony No. ’7 in A Major,
Op. .92."
Nearly all symphony goers enjoy hearing the
classics now and then (as
opposed to contemporary
works by Haydn or Hindemith). The classic musical works really do contain
everything -- loud
parts, soft parts, and since
lots of people have heard
them before, they enjoy
them more.
The interpretations of
the Schubert and Beethoven
works were traditional.
Krips did nothing out of the
ordinary, and the sound was
Innen Iike that of any stereo
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combined SJS Thor -

uses will perform an all
Brahms program with the
San
Jose Community
Theatre.
The orchestra will perform the "Academic Festival Overture" and the choruses will perform "A German Requiem" and "Rhapsody for Contralto".
Featured soloists for the
evening will be SJS professor Dr. Edwin C. Dunn ng, and soprano Norma

TENTS

100+Octane)

1

_

FLOOR SAMPLE, DEMOS, RENTALS

Orange Juice Free With Ad
CAREER SEMINARS
(licensed agency)
260 Califurnia St.
San Frani!, ,i ca,

Gaugler unites realism
and the inner humanistic
spirit with the romanticism
of classical Greece. He has
made his works truly individual in essence.

1 0 Cf0 DI SC OUEINTs

Tickets tor "Fiddler on
the Roof" are available at a
special reduced rate of $2
for students, tonight only,
at the Century 21Theateron
Winchester Boulevard near
Freeway 280. The movie
begins at 8 p.m.
The reduced rate was
made available by a Congressional campaign that
is holding a campagne reception tonight at the
theater. Since the campaign
did not sell all their tickets.
the remaining are offered
to students.

short, very

Ste

satyr -like

into a

piece
figure.

art supplies

tip,

Contact David Leaf
Immediately for an
.
Appointment.
(415) 986-8659

Chr

artist has taken a traditional
classic subject and has updated it.
In Gaugler’s art, the impish boy is seen riding an ox,
blowing a trumpet and posed
like the "Winged Victory."
The curly -headed youngster
is metamorphosed in one

offered

Both Maestro Krips
and the symphony enjoyed
the evening performance,
and that’s what it’s all
about

JUNE GRADS

100% EMPLOYER RETAINED

rs

good.

BY PAULINE BONDONNO
Although the Chinese exhibit currently on display in the
C.U. Art Gallery lacks in artistic appeal, it offers an interesting study of the many faces of China.
The works effectively compare China’s image during the
early 1900’s to China’s image today.
Compiled by the Chinese Cultural Club, the exhibit
features a fascinating display on acupuncture techniques
and photos from the "Rent Collection Courtyard," a large
group of life size clay figures born out of China’s proletarian cultural revolutions.
The photos picture the struggle of the peasants before
liberation contrasted with the gruesome faces of the landlords, indicted for their brutality and exploitation.
Posters in the main room of the gallery, blowups from
San Francisco’s Asian Community Center newspaper, portray the undesirable image of the Chinese-American nourished by the media at the turn of the century.
Chinese painting and caligraphy and a large map of mainland China with major cities designated with flashbulbs are
also on display in the gallery through the end of this week.
An exhibit compiled by Filippino students will be on display in the gallery next week.

We are looking for outstanding
people to fill management
trainee positions with major
corporations throughout the country

111

Tickets

Krips leads symphony

Chinese depicted
in cultural exhibit

town.

Eurail Passes

The Pan-African Players
are a group of actors,
writers and poets artistically concerned
with a
modern and comprehensive
spectrum of Black drama.

5

Campus to find out about
leaving

his domineering, employed
daughter. In his dealings
with his shiftless, street hardened sons, it becomes
clear it is his life he yearns
to control.
An old-fashioned barber
chair serves alternately as
a throne, a podium and,
finally, a symbol of a mismanaged and now empty life.
An underlying theme of
rebellion against "the man"
is broadened to include a
desire to free oneself from
the prison of endless drudgery, of love, sex and, poignantly, the insult of an aging
body.

leaturing

Copperhead,

,riginal Quicksilver Messenger Service member John
Cippolina, will be in concert
with
Stoneground, Merry
Clayton and Loose Change
Saturday at B p.m. in the
Men’s Gym.
Tickets are $2.50 forSJS
students and $3.50 general
admission and are available
at the A.S. Business Office.

say that art his-

can’t be creative art ists--that is, judging from
the current exhibit in the Art
.
Building gallery.
Featuring the works of
the SJS art history faculty,
"Art Historians as Artists"
reveals works done by instructors showing much potential and aesthetic consciousness.
Outstanding in the mixed media show are the works of
William Gaugler, associate
professor of Greek and Roman art. Clearly influenced
by this area of specialized
study, he creates an almost
shocking realism in his
bronze sculpture.
A beautifully modeled
head of a rugged, bearded
man is done in the style of
late Greek or Hellenistic
times in the second century
B.C.
Other works of Gaugler’s
include a cherub -like boy
who resembles Boethos’
"Boy Strangling a Goose",
(second century B.C.). The

torians
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Pilgrimage finds desolation

M.irom

an,rnr.lo

By MARGIE YAMAMOTo
Special to the Daily
There is wind, dust and
tumbleweed. Someone says
in the winter it gets as cold
as 15 below zero and in the
summers as hot as 120.
This is Manzanar--about
a seven -hour drive from San
Jose, just north of Mt. Whitney between the towns of Lone
Pine and Independence.
In 1942 Manzanar was a
community of 10,000 squeezed into a square -mile area
bounded by barbed wire and
armed guard towers. This
was the first of 10 "relocation centers" built across
America, from California to
Arkansas, to confine 110,000
people of Japanese ancestry
following the outbreak of
World War II.

West Coast residents with
as little as 1/16th Japanese
blood were required by law
to vacate their homes, sell
their possessions and then
become prisoners in isolated
camps.
Manzanar was also the
goal of a recent pilgrimage
made by more than 20 SJS
students and hundreds of
others from all over California for a commemorative
service on the 30th anniversary of the internment.
Everywhere there is dirt
and wind --in your hair, eyes,
nose, mouth. When the wind
subsides you still feel unclean.
The hastily -built army type barracks that once filled
the area have long since been
removed. Today, only the

stone guardhouse by the side
of the road, the cemetery,
a small memorial and some
cement foundations remain to
tell of Manzanar’s humiliation of U.S. citizens.
The graves In the cemetery are simple dirt patches
outlined with rocks and small
headstones. Few have legible
inscriptions; one is in English
and Japanese- -"Baby Jerry."
The wind blows and nudges
the flowers someone has
placed on the child’s grave.
It’s a diverse group meeting at Manzanar. They are
for the most part young.
Sprinkled here and there are
Blacks, Chicanos and Whites.
Among the Asians are ages
spanning four generations.
In a small cluster amid
their children, grand children

and ti vat- to and idoldreti al e
the Issei, first generation of
Japanese in America. They
are
small, their faces
cracked with the wrinkles of
smiles and rage, backs bent
with the burden of time.
Their offspring are the
taller and straighter Nisei,
Sansei, and Yonsei (second,
third, and fourth generations). The latter two dom Mate the crowd at Manzanar.
Few were prisoners of the
camp. They only know what
they’ve read in books and
heard from their parents.
Their knowledge of the
history of camps is so scant
that one may ask on the drive
home, "What was the name of
the place again?"
The wind blows even more
furiously knocking down flor-

iii diigements placed in
front of the stone memorial.
Dust storms were the
hardest to take, according to
a former Manzanar resident.
Barracks were made of green
lumber which shrank in the
Intense heat and cold causing dust to billow up through
the floorboards and fill the
room.
Another camp prisoner
remembers half-mile walks
to the community showers,
from which she returned as
dirty as when she left.
The land is dry, surrounded by mountains and desert.
Students try to imagine what
their parents must have felt- American citizens stripped
of their constitutional rights
simply because of an extra
fold on their eyelid.
.11

Executive Order 9006’

Photos capture JapaneseAmerican plight
By PAULINE BONDONNO
The terrifying and dehumanizing plight
of Japanese -Americans interned in World
War II concentration camps is documented on
the walls of San Jose City Library this month
in a moving and remorseful photo exhibit.
Eighty-four photos on the third floor of
the library document the epic of 110,000
Japanese -Americans forced, after Pearl
Harbor, into 10 remote desert internment
camps for more than two years.
The exhibit, "Executive Order 9006," compiled by the California Historical Society,
is on display through May 13.
The display captures the pathetic expressions of innocent children, identified with tags,
tied on with a string as though they were
cattle going to the slaughter house, and
hard -lined faces of strong men with an unmistakable look of agony in their eyes.
One begins to unmistakably identify with
these people and question the crazed and
scared America that put them there.
About one-third of the photos are the work
of Dorthea Lange, a West Coast photographer
whose expertise stands out at capturing in

depth visual perspective and sad moments.
The story of the 30 -year -old civil atrocity, little known beyond the West Coast,
is a sudden revelation to many young people
who discover the disappearance of trust between citizen and government.
A telegram from the Japanese American
Citizens’ League to President Roosevelt on
Dec. 4, 1941, only five months before the
Japanese were sent to concentration camps,
reads: "In this solemn hoar we pledge our
fullest cooperation to you, Mr. President,
and to our country. We, in our hearts,
are American, forever loyal to America."
And then, two years later, bitter and
remorseful, an evacuee says, "I am an American citizen. I don’t know Japan or what
Japan stands for but I’m going where I won’t
have to live on the wrong side of the tracks
because I’m yellow."
Out of the 10 internment camps, 5,000
Japanese Americans renounced their citizenship after the war and left for Japan.
Besides capturing the moments of grief
as separated families left their homes and
businesses, there are great pictures of young

soldiers helping their families evacuate
There were 25,000 Japanese -Americans
who served in the armed forces during the
war while their families served in concentration camps.
The 442nd Combat Team, an all -Japanese
unit, was awarded more decorations that!,
any other unit in U.S. Army history.
There are moments when the exhibit overcomes you. Little children seem almost to
come out of the photos and grab you. One
tiny, delicate -featured girl sits on the family
suitcases, eating an apple as she clutches her
small purse. Her face strikes you, with the
tiny child’s amazing amount of bravery,
colored with deep sadness in her eyes.
There are photos of weather-beaten, aged
farmers proudly pointing to a sign which
reads, "We don’t want any Japs back here,
ever," or "Japs get out."
And there are endless mud flats at the
concentration camp at Manzanar, Calif. naive
young children lugging their suitcases, young
men and desperate mothers.
The exhibit is sobering, sometimes stunning, and a beautiful work of art.

Chicanos perform Moskin slate drops
at USC folk fest from elections race
SJS Chicano lulls singers
will appear in "Luz y Som’)ras de Guadalupe," a cultural experience presented by
the Mission Music Workshop
at Benson Center, University
of Santa Clara (USC), Friday at 8 p.m. Donations
are 50 cents.
Folk singers GracieIla
and Aurelia Soto, both SJS
students, and other local talent will appear with internationally known artists including flamenco guitarist
and poets
Jorge Gamez
Roberto Vargas and Elias
Hruski.
All donations will go to
’he USC United Raze Legal
lefense Fund.
Mission Music Workshop,
a group of musicians from San
Francisco’s Missiondistric ,
will present a cultural exper

50

Europe
Summer
Charters
Available from

April 24
Sept. 23

Reserve
Space
Now for

Europe!

Operated by students
for students.

Jerry

ience portraying the development of the Indo-Hispano culture in music, poetry and
dance.
The show will encompass
artistically
the different
faces of Raza culture from
Argentina to California and
from the time of the Aztecas
to the modern day Heavy Latino -Rock sounds of Santana.

Featured in the show will
be "El Baile del Venado"
(Dance of the Deer), a Yaqui
dance. Yaquis are an Indian
tribe from Mexico.
Radio and television coverage of the event will be by
which will
radio KPSA,
broadcast the entire show
live, and by San Francisco
television station channel 20,
which will videotape the show
for later release.

Another presidential slate
has dropped out of the upcoming A.S. elections.
William P. Moskin, presidential contender, his vicepresidential running mate,
Bob Dollar, and treasurer
candidate Maile Ornellas told
the Spartan Daily yesterday
they are dropping out of the
race.
The election is scheduled
for April 26 and 27.
In a printed statement.
Moskin said, "After objectively reviewing the structure
and workings of A.S. Government, its perversities, managerial practices and its questionable role on this campus,
I have concluded that my time
and energy can be better spent
in other areas working directly with students rather
than in student government."
Moskin, who organized

last year’s Fantasy Faire,
added he was discouraged
with the "red tape" and "lack
of communication" in student
government.
Refusing
to
mention
names, Moskin said students
use A.S. government as a
"comfortable shelter" from
the outside world. He added
that the average age of this
year’s A.S. presidential candidates is 25.
The Moskin ticket is the
second slate to drop out of the
A.S. presidential race. Monday, the Common Cause Coalition, with Wayne Kuwada
for president, dropped out
and endorsed the Dennis
King, Rudy Leonardi, Andy
McDonald ticket.
Although it has not formally dropped out of the race,
the "Name Unknown" ticket
of Barbara Small, Robert

Sigma Delta Chi announces
two journalism scholarships
The scholia ship commit
tee of Sigma Delta CM, journalistic society, is searching
for journalism students to receive two $100 scholarships
offered by the Sigma Delta
Chi -Gould fund and theOscar
Liden memorial fund.
Applicants must be journalism majors (no public relations or advertising) in
their junior year, who will
be seniors by fall, 1972.
The two scholarships will
be awarded to the applicants
who best demonstrate:
Scholastic achievement

Journalistic ability,
Financial need.
Deadline to apply is Monday, Letters of application
should be given to Mrs. Irene

it

meetings
TODAY
HiLLEL FOUNDATION, 7 30 Pr,,. 47
Fifth St "Jewish Mysticism "
FILIPINO-AMERICAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION, 7 p
Barracks 9 Plans
will be made for Cultural Week
DISABLED STUDENTS UNION, 230
pm, CU Almaden Room
This is
the last meeting of the semester Elec
bons of new officers and discussion of
the trtp to Berkeley
RHO EPSILON MEETING CHANGE,
7 p rn , at Van Vleck Realty. San Jose
The meeting was previously scheduled
for the C U Almaden Room
FMA, 7 30 p m Blum’s. Town and
Country Village Mr Phil Nisonger,
president of AIM Financial Corp , will
discuss "Financial Service Corpora
loons- -New era of ’individual’ financial
,nunseling

Claude
Chabrol’s
"LE BOUCHER"
NIGHTLY AT 78 10:55

& James Joyce’s
"ULYSSES"
ONCE AT 8 35

NICIELODEON

fir,c0l.rr & CEDall SYS,
SANTA CRUZ
476-7500

Trigg in the Journalism Department office.
Winners will be announced at the annual Sigma Delta
Chi Deadline Dinner May 11

fIC..5_1)

Jagger and Randy McLure
has not notified anyone of
its candidacy after filing at
the A.S. offices.
In last Friday’s Spartan
Daily story on A.S. elections,
Dennis Manning, candidate
for Academic Council, was
Also two names
omitted.
were misspelled. Diahnne
La’Mothe is running for Attorney General and Marvin
Walker is a candidate for A.S.
Council

Students
talk budget
A public hearing on the
proposed A.S. budget as approved by the A.S. Budget
Committee is scheduled for
Thursday, April 27, from
12:30-3:30 p.m. in Room 1
of the Home Economics Department.
Students with criticisms
or questions may be heard
at that time, according to
Stephen Takakawa, A.S. vice
president. "Changes will
not be directly effected by
any discussion occuring at
this meeting. The primary
function is informational,"
Takakawa said.

Ul

CHICANO BUSINESS STUDENTSASSOCIATION, 6 30 pm , C.0 Pacifica
Room
SIGMA DELTA CHI, 530 p rn JC
208
Plans to work on the Deadline
Dinner
ESSA, Educational Spanish Students As
sociation, 6 15 pm , ED 212
Plans
for International Aeek will be dis
cussed
THE NAVIGATORS, Bible study, 7 30
p rn., C U Pacheco Room
AD -VENTURES IS touring
ead
treagency
geHyelMeet
kaoCat 100 N
Winchester Blvd at 5 30 p on

speakers
MRS. MEDGAR EVERS, vositing
tar, will speak 9 30 10 30 0 PI in
Journalism 141, and noon in Morris
(holey Auditorium
"The Need for
Educational Reform." and "Changing

ANTI -WAR FORUM, 8 pm, Morris
Dailey Auditorium Sponsored by the
San Jose Bay Area April 22 Coalition
Featured wilt be Fame Jordan,
Tom Hayden, Bob Scheer, and music
by Country Joe McDonald

MISC.
TODAY
PS*: 5 pm, "Martin Luther King
speaks Again," 530 pm KSJS news,
p m., -Randy Roach School of Brood
casting," 8 pm KSJS Special "Chuck
The Lou Mosley
Berry," 830 pm
Show
SKI CLUB CANOE TRIP on the Run
&en River will be held April 29
The cost is $11 25 per canoe Sign
ups and S5 deposit per canoe are duo
in the AS Business Office by 5 p ni
April 26
FORUM ON PRISON, Morris Dail’,
Auditorium, 9 am 5pm Sponsor’,
by the Black Studies Department

Alm. owlet, Students trov.1 SI,V11.‘

287-8240

Quality
Airlines
No rip-offs!
r.IAL Ni.) it
AP Porter 11,p1
ar [IONIA
PM
SPS,
.11 In 10101 lloghl sOst end 101,0
OcCuP0A.S
All rarrn ,nclud U
orrIllr

on
,ng rharoes at 100,
S Fardaral
lo ano Meoerture
.u.ocable end adrIstniStISlivfaes
84 00 POr PIPI10,1 AA prrollS
’,au.. to an
or docroalw
.10pOndong on Ma aCto. number c0
uassongors on OUP IMPArldual
’0 CSC ,rode.,
III,
wry stall
MOrnallialr

l’PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF!

Special Student Rental Rates

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Manual

electric

1 mo.--$8.00
3 mo.
$21.00

$12.50
per mo.

San Jose Typewriter Co., Inc.
24 South Second
t--

29363&1

Established 1900

"

OPEN ‘TIE MIDNIGHT
If

NiuMI

Professional Pharmacists
Anthony D Carnpagna Jr , Owner

MODERNE DRUG CO.
Second and Santa Clara Streets
Phone 293-7500
San Jose

..

Davo Dronnan

"Forever loyal to America"

Jail forum today
An all day forum on pri- give a dramatic performance. Leonard Jeffries,Black Sttitl-4
Following the perfor- ies Department Chairman
son reforms will be held today
in Morris Dailey Auditorium. mance a panel discussion will moderate a second panel.
Panelists will include
The forum, co -sponsored moderated by Murray
by the Black Studies and So- Whitaker, assistant profes- James Geary, Santa Clara
County
sheriff; Robert Russel
will
be
held.
ciology Departments, is titled sor of sociology,
Members of the panel in- of the United Prisoners
"Prison as an Experiment:
Success or Failure?"
clude George Morgan, cor- Union; Barbara Nicoara, a
During the day there will rectional officer at the Cali- San Jose attorney, represenbe lectures, panel discus- fornia Correctional Institu- tatives from the San Jose
tion for Men at Chino; Dr. Police Officers Association
sions and entertainment.
The affair will begin with Donald Garrity, academic and ex -inmates.
Schedule for the day is:
a performance by SJS’ Jazz vice president at San FranSJS Jazz Band,
Band and will be followed with cisco State; Popeye Jackson 9 a.m.
Morris Dailey Audia talk by Ruben Greenberg, and Stephnie Reingel of the
torium
undersheriff of San Francis- United Prisoners Union; a
co.
representative from the Cal- 9:30 a.m. Ruben Greenberg
Guerilla TheaThe Guerilla Theater, a ifornia Correctional Officers 11 a.m.
ter performance
group from the Prisoners Association and ex -inmates.
132
Engineering
Later on in the day Dr.
Union of San Francisco will
Noon
Panel Discussion
Engineering 132
2:15 p.m.
Jiro Enomoto,
Morris Dailey Auditorium
3:45 p.m. Panel Discussion
Morris Dailey AudiSix weeks, six units and cost
torium
approximately $280
seven countries are offered round trip.
by the Environmental Studies
Any students interested
PART TIME JOBS
Department in a course this in the course should notify
IN LOS GATOS
summer.
the Department of EnvironEasy Phone Work
"Comparative European mental Studies or Dr. Mage,
Good Pay
Environments"
(ES 106.1) 277-2443 or 269-9116 evenLong Hair Beards Or
354-6186
will study the attitudes toward ings, as soon as possible.
and the solutions regarding
problems of air, water and
land pollution in different
socio-economic count ries
and compare them with those
in the U.S.
The course will be directed by Dr. David Mage and
held in cooperation with DenSpecializing in fine vegetarian
mark’s International Student
Committee, University of
& meat dishes from India
Copenhagen.
Buffet Dinners
Buffet Lunches
The tour starts in London and ends in Milano. The
5:00-8:30 PM
11:30-2:30 PM
total cost of the tour is es-OFFER
INTRODUCTORY
timated to be $720 per stu10% Off during the Month of April
dent. The tuition is $150.90
1061 EAST EL CAMINO REAL, SUNNYVALE 249-3332
for six units and students reg[Between Wolfe Rd 8 Lawerence Expressway, Behind AS WI
istered in the course are eliClosed on Sunday
gible for charter flights which

Travel Europe,
earn six units

S hAL i MAR

RESTAURANT
and TAKE-OUT

IT’S HAPPENING AT

JciLinsIst
181 E SANTA CLARA

Thursday NiteFriday Nite-

DRINK ’EM UP 7-9PM

SENSATIONAL LADIES NIGHT

Saturday Nite- LIVE ENTERTAINMENT BY
ROCCI AND BILL STARTING AT 9PM

Get It On At Jabinsky’s This Weekend
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Iranian Eagles put top mark on line Saturday

-pc-D)r -ts.

The Iranian Eagles, an
5.15 -based soccer club, puts
its 7-1 league record on the
line when they take on the
Sparta Club of Fremont Sat -

SJS nine tops Gators;
blasted by Broncos 13-7
: :rubles by r r roping San
Francisco State, yesterday
at Municipal Stadium.
A day earlier was a different story, however.
Outslugged and outplayed
in the field, the SJS nine
suffered a 13-7 thrashing to

BY JACK MOGG
Things haven’t been going well for the SJS baseball team to say the least.
Losers in seven of their
last eight games, the Spartans found a little solace
their mounting
among

Santa Clara Tuesday night
at Buck Shaw Stadium.
Errors and the inability
to belt timely hits cost SJS
an early 4-1 lead. TheSpartans, who have committed 12
miscues in the past four contests, aided the Bronco
seven -run rally in the third
frame with a pair of errors
that evaporated their lead
into an 8-4 deficit.
SJS gathered the same
amount of hits as Santa
Clara, 11, but could not come
up with the needed blow to
break open the game. Two
runs in both the first and
second innings could have
been added to with a timely
hit, but it was not to be.
Bronco
hurler
Rich
Troedsen, who admitted this
game was not one of his better efforts of the year, gutted out the first couple innings before his teammates
powered him to a commanding lead.

1111101.011

Joey Gayton

Nothing to cheer about for ?Crazy George

The lefthander limited
the Spartans to only three
harmless tallies the rest of
the way, one coming on a
Pete Jensen home run in the
last frame.

The absence of star catcher Tim Day hurt the Spartan chances considerably.
Day suffered a injured finger last week and saw duty
only as a pinch -hitter late
in the game. He has a team leading .315 batting average
and has gunned down 13 base
stealers.
Two errors by backstop per Tom Elliott, whose normal position is first base, allowed three unearned runs
in the wild third inning.
Elliott, however, smacked a single in the three -run
ninth inning to keep an unsuccessful rally alive.
Al Ariza, whose two runs
scored helped SJS to the
early lead, set the all-time
career record for runs scored with his 81st. The previous mark was 80, held by
Don Lopes (1947-50).
John Urzi doubled in one
Spartan run in the opening
stanza and scored on a field er’s choice. He drew a two out walk after Ariza sin gle the following inning and
both scored when Mark Kett
man lined a single to right field.

Tennis teamiolted’in Southland
The Spartan tennis team
ended its competition in
Southern California Tuesday
with the second of "two
jolts," according to coach
Butch Krikorian.
After bowing to the USC
netters, 6-3, on Monday,
SJS dropped a 9-0 decision to
UCLA Tuesday.
Both matches were non conference and were supposed to prepare the Spar-

tans for Long Beach State
yesterday. But rainy conditons forced a cancellation
of that match.
Referring to the UCLA
contest, Krikorian said,
"We were beat badly all the
way down." But the match ups with the Los Angeles
foes serve as a good preparation for the Spartans’
PCAA championshipbid May
4 in San Diego.

Jaw

0

’4

Another
Great American

MEAL

Burrito & Pepsi

35((tax

)

expires

May 1, 1972

Even though the team
has a very easy schedule
ahead after UOP (Hayward
State and Santa Clara),
Krikorian said, "We know
what we’ve got to do" for
the PCAA championship.
He added that the schedule will also allow him to
work more individually with
his players.
Trying to emphasize that
his netters won’t be easing
up too much before the
league title matches,
Krikorian said, "Everybody’s ego is involved’

Women’s Sports

TACO BELL
University Center
Alameda at Park Ave
Santa Clara

The SJS women’s tennis
;quad virtually dominated
the courts as eight of their
nine competitors smashed
Santa Clara in Tuesday’s
league net action at the south
campus courts.
The undefeated doubles
team of senior Donna Cosio
nd freshman Maureen Ken r edy, shutout SCU 6-0, 6-0
while the second team of
,inda Davidson and Georgia
Masterson lasted through a
6-2, 7-5 victory. Jeanne
tobb and Pat West contributed a 6-2, 6-4 win in the

we’ll insure it
for less.
California Financial Responsibility Six month
rates for qualified students are as low as:
Single Male - age 17-19
$153
20
$139
21
74
Single Female - 21 over
40
Married Male - age 21-24
54

I
404
1$. Third St.
289-8681

cently defeated Long Beach,
narrowing the race for the
Southern California segment.

inclc.
ollpt iii

Offer

"It makes everybody
work harder," said the SJS
coach, noting that his team’s
fairly easy schedule up
North lets his charges "sort
of get lulled to sleep."
The Spartans are still
playing without No. 1 man
Carlos Kirmayr, who has
remained in Brazil because
of illness after recent Davis
Cup matches.
SJS can capture the
PCAA Northern California
title by beating University
of Pacific April 25, which
appears likely.
The
Spartan netters
would then face U.C. Santa
Barbara for the league team
title, since the Gauchos re-

insurance service

(400)374-7777

third ranks.
Candy Osterman cupped
top singles with a 6-2, ’7-6
tie -breaker over her Bronco
opponent. Madeline Gorospe
swept number two honors
7-5, 6-2 and Debby Keller
fell 3-6, 2-6.
The squad will rest up
in preparation for April 25
when they trek to Berkeley
to take on the Golden Bears
at 3 p.m. Hopefully Cosio
will be able to compete, as
she is out nursing an injured knee.

Intramurais
For

a

some reason, no one felt like playing softball

Tuesday

afternoon.
Not a single game of the scheduled four was played in the
slow -pitch 6 p.m. league. The Tectonics forfeited their game
to Sigma Chi and Schitz claimed a victory over West Hall by
forfeit. Neither Hoover Hall ,or SAE showed up for their
games, starting off the season with a loss.
The fast -pitch league saw a little more action, with four
out of the scheduled seven games played..
In these contests Theta Chi topped P.KA 7-2, Sigma Pi
beat Sigma Chi 18-5, the South Side Boys triumphed over
the Pimps 11-5 and the AFROTC defeated APO 16-4.
In games not played Sigma Nu forfeited to SAE, the Flyers
forfeited to the Hem roids and A .S.C. E. forfeited to Allen Hall.

SO YOU’LL KNOW WHAT WE HAVE
CLIMBING HARDWARE: Chouinard, Forrest, Leeper,
Eiger, Salewa, Interalp
SLEEPING BAGS: North Face & class -5
CLOTHING: North Face, class -5, Woolrich
Wigwam, Rough Rider
PACKS: Alpenlite, Sierra Designs,
Senbird, North Face, class -5
BOOTS: Iowa & Robbins
FOOD: Mountain House &
Teakettle
STOVES: Primus, Optimus, Sum Bleat

MOUNTAIN LIFE

WE’RE IN THE CAMPBELL PLAZA,
AT 2513 WINCHESTER BLVD,
CAMPBELL

urdav on the Spartan soccer

Eagles’ coach Ahmad
Byati has both Santa Clara

day’s confrontation.

Game time is slated for

and Stanford lined -up for
his squad, following Satur-

ber

11 a.m.
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SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 35C per
pound
Any amount Ph 293-2954

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND.
Herne Cleaners 1Basic H, L. etc I,
Food Supplements 161,1.1 Protein)
Beauty Aids IProteinitedShampooetc
John S Mary Rhoades 297-3866

LARGEST SELECTION of current
used paperbacks, records and books
1/2 price Quality books and records
purchased T op pr ices paid- -cosh. or
trade Lots of fiction, supplemental.
BOOK
RECYCLE
and classics
2866276 186$ Ind St
FINE CLASSICAL GUI TARS FOR PER
FORMERS AND TEACHERS. L
Sunnyvale 783-2571

PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1528 W Son Carlos 294-1455 Just
west of Sears King -Queen $21, DOI
$19, Twin $15. Safety Liners 9.2,
Frames 510 plus 10 -Year Guarani. on all beds Water Sofas, U L
Listed heaters, pillows. tapestries
Ask about our N CO policy 294-1455

San Jose’s oldest
WATER BEDS
water bed store, Yin Yang Water
invites you to compare
Bed Co
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES aft. die’
meter, orange and white Great for
ceilings, drapes, clothes, etc Only
$6.
Visit one of our stores at 400
18 blocks west of $3A
Park Ave.
Ph. 286-1263 or 28 E. Campbell Ave
lat Winchester) Ph 378-1040

ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovers, large "fresh cut flower
shop We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
carnations at SI 00 dox no kidding)
Long stem roses at $3 506 $4 50 dot
tin a florists box for additional 65c)
Daisies 65c bunch. Bachelor Buttons
950 bunch, ’Daffodils, Tulips, Iris.
Stock, Violets etc etc etc You name
it- -we’ve got it.. Whether you buy one
flower or a dozee you will receive the
same "fuss & ribbons" Every pur
chose is gift wrapped You never got
so much for so little money TRY US--YOU’LL LIKE UV! We also have a
large selection of potted plants. terrariums, dish gardens and dry ar
rangemenl flowers
Everything at
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’ for the hospital’ arrangements at $I 95 & 52 50 They’re
cute and "just enough- We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday 11,2 day
Holidays) 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4839 (at the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Meadsw Park)
----PASSPORT PHOTOS-ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR $375 15 minutes ser
vice available Daily 8 am -3 p.m
Sat till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1040 The Alameda. SJ

MT.
HAMILTON RD. 1 ACRE,
BREATHTAKING VIEW Executive
Custom County Home 2,200 sq ft .
3 yrs old, beautiful decorated 3
bedrooms, 2 bath, built in bar, 6
sliding glass doors, beamed ceilings thruout
Low county taxes
Appraised with $56,900 10% down
to qualified buyer Sell for 165,900
firm
Call
Ron Gabriel - agent
377-8181

LIFT YOUR SPIRITS!
Join a college -age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet. Essential
techniques for the beginning dancer.
246-6675 if no answer 241-1776

PIONEER 2500 Receiver $375. Pioneer 6300 splirs. $375. Akai 2508
tape deck $325. 227-9080

NANO MADE RINGS. Choose from
red & gold tiger eye, turquois and
fire agate $1000 6 up Ph 225’7472

WATERBEDS: King site $20. Delivery free in college area. 923-8091
SALEI BRAND NEWI
TIE-DYED PARACHUTES
$10 710 N 23rd St. apt #1297-1444
FRIDAY FLICKS this Sat April 22
Diary of a Mad Housewife, starring
Clyde Lawrence, Dock Benaimin. and
Carrie Snodgress Morris Daily

GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES
Pedigree -registered with A.K .0 Call
251-5061 or 262-3811

PUBLIC AUTO MART
i,as expanded into a "Mobile Flea
Market" autos, trucks, boats, motorcycles, trailers. etc We do the /dyer
tising. you do the selling! We aver’
over 2,000 "Prospective Buyers" each
weekend. Total cost for seller - 512
(good until sold) fee includes 30 day
listing for any vehicle not sold the
first weekend. Based on our experience an March, 35% of all vehicles
were sold after 1 weekend of display’
we do even better on V.W.’s & mod.
priced trans vehicle!
Every Sat &
Sun 9-4 Capital Drive -In Theatre
Capital Expressway & Monterey Rd
For further into 287-9566
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A meeting place for private parties
to buy and sell used vehicles."

FRENGE Leather Jacket, has never
been used, site 42 Only $35 or best
offer Call Hassan 277-8083

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT US!
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom, Fun: Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY "
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th a2 297-3866
John & Mary Rhoades

HARMONY WAY VOICE - PIANO
STUDIO
Today’s Music or "Classical"
Beginners Professionals
San Jose - 286-6917, Santa Crux476- 6616

WORK PART TIME NOW mindful’ time
this summer. We train you for an
exciting position in management, with
ALCOA’S largest suboidary. If you
like to work with people, call 2688739 after 4 PM.

Every Monday the Fabulous St. James
presents Oldies but
Infirmary
Goodies -from 8 Iii 2 so bring your
chick or ow down for few uncolos and dig on the discs -390 Met’
Tett Blvd Mt. View.

ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
$50 to 5100 per
No sex or porno
day
Full or part time, mornings,
Artists &
afternoons, evenings
Models Studio 1415 Alameda SJ
998-1965

FRIDAY FLICKS, APRIL 22, Morris
Daily Dick Benjamin and Barbara
Evans in Diary of a Man Housewife
FUTURE CPA’S Leanr How to prepare for the CPA exam. BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE Call collect:
San Jose 1408126I’8446, San Francisco
14151 11-4395
SPAGHETTI ANDPIZZA FEEDSunday
April 23, 4:00 - 7 00 Alpha Phi Sorority
210S. 10th St. Only $1.00

DANCERS, $3 hour up and amateur
topless every Wednesday $15 to all
participants, $25 to winner Partici
pants offered contract
The Brass
Rail 734-1454
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia,
Europe, S. America,
Africa, etc
All professions and
occupations, $703 to 3,000 monthly
Expenses paid, overtime. sightseeing.
Free information -Write, Jobs Overseas, Dept P0.Box 15071, San
Diego, Ca 92115

AUTOMOTIVE
TAKE THE HASSLE OUT of buying
a used auto, truck, motorcycle. hundreds of new vehicles on display each
weekend
Stop by early - the best
buys are sold fast Free admission
Free parsing.PUBLIC AUTO MART
ISee our ad -announcements)
’67 PONTIAC GTO 4 sp trans., 400
cu
, 58,000 mi B & H, $0150
Bkt sta., Clean. body in ex. cond.
259-5272 or 374-7504

$65 to $95 PER WK/PART TIME
Unlimited earn ing potenti al addressing
envelopes at home in your spare time
Companies are paying top money to
individuals with GOOD handwritingofr
"personally" addressing their envelopes
For further information regarding opportunities with these companies, send $2 to Advertising Associates, P0 Box 487, Crawfordvilie,
Fla 32327

HOUSING

’117 CHEV. VAN, Many extras. Great
vacation vehicle. Call 354-7986 aft.
4 PM.

MEN -Large clean room near campus
Quiet atmosphere. Single or double.
617 So. 6th St.

’83 DODGE DART GT CONY. Stan
dard. 3 spd , slant 6 Very clean. mit
coed $375 Call 246-0229
62 BUICK SPECIAL ELECTRIC
CONY. Good engine good transporta
tion car $150 or offer. Ca11289-8102
eves
’119 SAAB wagon 95 VU, Excellent
condition, very clean, new trek/ale
$1350 or offer 294-8304

STUDENT RENTALS
Furnished Houses 3 & 4 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Borelli Realty. 295 No 10th
Call 297 2410
MATURE STUDENTS TO RENT
Clean, modern, large, 1 bdrm turn
apt. 2 blks. from 5JS. $135. Free
parking, water. 297-1930

’67 TR4-A, independent rear supens
ion, overdrive, roll’s.. 2 covers,
lug. rack, $900 or best offer 2929373.

’es Honda Superhawk. $200 or best
Runs good Must Sall Call
offer
Bill 287-0729 after 5 p rn

1 EXTRA LARGE BR’S
Furnished w/w carpeting Perfect for
roornmetes Recreation room Swim
pool 620 5 9th St. 2194425

’70 VOLVO 164, 4 door, 4 wheel disc
brakes. AM -FM, 15,000 mi single
owner, Perfect coed $3,100 Eves
295-7177

PRIVATE ROOM, hitch privileges,
college men only
22 S 11th St.
293-9844 1Maxl or 247-3553 (Tony)

’61 CORVETTE 327/360 hp, 4 sp.
Show car Custom paint. $1,200 or
offer Call eves 998-3238 Ask for
Dan

FOR SALE
THE PISCEAN
35 S Fourth, 1/2 block from SJS
Library King- Ou.n complete water
beds $46 00, Double $44, Twin 533
Frames $10 & up Liners $2, Heaters
$24 and up 10 year guarantee on all
beds Also water sofas, organic furnMellow
iture, pillows, tapestries
sales people and right on prices. 35
S 4th 287-7030

ROOM IN MODERN HOUSE in Willow
Glen
Clean, quiet atmosphere for
streight, conscientious, serious student $70/mo 267-3830
470’ now taking applications for sum
rner and fall semester Summer rates
June -Sept Huge furnished 2- 3 Wm
apts, paneled, shag rug, AEK. pool,
470S 11th Apt I 287-7590
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUBCO-ED
JUST OFF CAMPUS, EXCL. FOOD,
LINEN & MAID SERV, PARKING,
COLOR T V., INSIDE COURTYARD.
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING RUN BY
PEOPLE WHO CARE. SHARED 2010/
wk. MEALS OPTIONAL. 10.50/wk.
PH. 293-7374
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Kelp Whalen
Weems
11 Last awl festal

PO REWARD for return of 10 speed
Schsvinn taken from 7th St rack Ilap
Nogues. Call Tom 998-1695 aft 3pm

ROOM FOR RENT, 2 Wks from cam
pus Large room. Male over 21 preferred 5855, 10th 292-1587

TRANSPORTATION

FOR RENT -Ole, 2 br., AEK Crpts .
drps wicid , couple.
1167
5135
So 6th St
LARGE ROOM in Beautiful Student
House $75 mo including util 96 S
17th St Call 295 7441 or 998-2992
Quiet Room with Kitchen Prin. Nonsmokers only 4 blocks to SJS $65
per mu 287-3125.
ROOMS, Ivy Hall 279 E San Fernando. across from administration
bldg Double Kitchen priv well managed 2944472
TOWNHOUSE Apts. for rent,2bdrrn
Surnmer4125 furnished Near campus.
Call 2977958 or 296-7143
APT FOR RENT -Modern Pure , across from Duncan Hall, 7306 San
Salvador Summer rate 5110 2946028 evenings or call Mr Lee 2948758
Private Room -for male, set apart
from house with kitchen priv , spacious backyard. I block from campus.
Call Dan or leave message. 2878827.
ROOM IN PRIVATE NOME $95 Near
Winchester Blvd Student or working
woman 26 411457 or 241-8619
LARGE 1 & 2 BORN APTS. Newly
carpeted & painted Fury & unfurn
Quiet 283
No children or pets
E Reed 286-2006
NEEDED -I female roommate to share
Rent
Own room
house on 11th
$60 Phone 999-2055
HOUSING DISCRIMINATION is illegal.
if you experience it dial 277-2126.
San Jose State Housing Office

SERVICES
ARTISTS’ MODEL available for artists. photographers, students, groups.
workshops
Rates open NO porno
After 5. weekends, 275-6168
WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service 287-4355 I TRY IT, YOU’LL
LIKE IT!)
FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced tyCan edit
IBM Selectric pica
pist
4 miles from SJS Mrs Aslanion Call
298 4104
RFNT A TV OR STEREO $IO per
month, free service, no contract Call
Esche’s 251-2598
PARACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
All
Complete first jump course
equipment furnished Special student
Stevens Para -Loft Oakland
rates
Airport 569-5358
TYPING, E xper lanced, fast. also edit
mg
Former English teacher
244-6444 aft 6 Mary Etryner
AUTO INSURANCE
low mu rates
No driver refused
Harvey Diesner 241 3900
THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC MasReports - Disettions
ter’s
Marianne Tarnberg 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371-0395, San Jose
TYPING-term papers, etc.,
d
efast.
cnPhone
ei.p
xe
269-8674
and
FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE,
pregnancy tesitng, contraception and
sterilization Call Family Planning
Alternatives 289 9011
-- DICK’S AGUASER V
A qu a r iums repaired. serviced
Buy
291 9006
Sell
TOO BUSY TO CLEAN We’ll do it
for you. General c leaning SS.CO, house
or apt Linn 275-6648 or Sandy 2984889 .
TAILORING -DESIGNING ALTERATIONS
For men and women, special rates
for students. Call Nancy 293-5009
Or come -by. 951 Walnut St 5.1

NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE
FROM $299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN:
FROM $349 ROUND TRIP
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN -19161
CALL:
451-7905
4248 OVERLAND. DEPT IS
CULVER CITY, CA 80230
EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, inexpensive
student camping tours through out West
and East Europe, including Russia
SOFA agent for inter E woes. student
charter flights
CONTACT !SCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd CO LA Calif
90049 TEL 12131826-5669121318260955 or cII campus p Stv Co"’
(4151 845-7131 hours 4-7 pm
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe S Arnero a, Africa
etc
All professions and occupations
$700 to $3,000 monthly Expenses paid
overtime, sightseeing
Free infor
illation Write, Jobs Overseas, Dept
04 P0 Box 15071. San Diego Ca
921 15
FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver. Chicago. New York
Boston, Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawaii or the Orient
Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce F reeman ran help
you make your GETAWAY NOW! Save
1/3 with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
take up to 24 months tii pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINABLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Caii Bruce
al 287-8668 for mfor mation
------- EURORAIL -tours si,leilights
carrentals-hostels pensions sports
europeancars -shipping -sleeping bags
mountainboots. etc
Condor. 2305
Wilshire Boulevard Santa Munii a 213
828-6084
UNIVERSITY TRAVELERS CLUB
Traveling this summer? Stay over
night free. Stuck at home,
Host
travelers Meet friendly people Exchange privileges with members in
U.S- and Canada Write now for full
details. UTC. P0 Box 9147, Berkeley
Calif 94709
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
LONDON from 5179 ONE WAY
EUROPE, HONG CONG. ORIENT
Weekly Departures’
PLEASE CONTACT 415 771 1331
Win a free Imp to London
RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA. 5 wks $350
inclusive London departures Small
group camping travel (ages 18 301
Also Eueope, Africa Write Whole
Earth Expeditions Lid, US A.nts
for Transit Travel Ltd , Box 1497
K C Mo 64141
COLORADO ALPINE ADVENTURES
2 to 12 day backpacking and horse
back adventures into the virgin wilds
Special
of Colorado
From $25.
P0 Box
arrangements available
18427 Denver. 80218
TRAVELING?
STAY OVERNIGHT
EPEE!
Stuck at home, Meet tra
railing people
Exchange privileges
with members in US and Canada
Write:
University Travelers Club.
Box 9147, Berkeley, CA 94709
Free Travel Information
Youth
fares domestic & international, Eurai I
passes Student Rail passes and Stu
dent Standby Cards and Tickets Call
Bruce 287-9668
ASTROGY WITH FEELING. YOUR
PERSONALIZED HOROSCOPE BY
LANA LIBRA, ASTROL. 244-3786.
EUROPE -Save and make money in
Europe Travel loopholes to Istanbul
More Olski Enterprises, Box 492.
Syracuse, New York 13201
HAWAIIAN SUMMER SEMESTER
Over 25 grad , SO undergrad courses
to choose from for college credit
5579 includes air fare, housing at
beautiful Church Cull of Hawaii, three
meals a day and sightseeing June 18
to July 29 Special 3 week teacher’s
workshop, devils $459 WriteWORI
VISTA TOURS. ISOS Los Robles P.,
adena, Calif 91101

1

TYPING by pert -time legal secretary. Reasonable rates Call Lesley
at 253-9299.
EXPERT MANUSCRIPT SERVICES.
TYPING EDITING WRITING, ETC.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 2443786.
ARABIC BELLY DANCING INSTRUCTION Special rates for students, for information call Zarila
295-5418
TYPING, terrnpapers, etc , Oneblock
Ressonable rates
from campus
Editing done too. 2947033

PERSONALS
I MAKE CAST GOLD S SILVER wedding bands & other Jewelry, all one
of
kind. If you have unusual desires 111 this area call me at 354(004 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday
George L ar more
FRIDAY FLICKS Come watch the
mad housewife in Dairy of a Mad
Housewife. April 22. Morris Daily
DON’T CUT YOUR LONG HAIR, pet
short -hair mg. All styles. J&J
Wigs, 10925 N. Wolfe Rd Cupertino
Ph, 265-3464.
3 WELL MADE KITTENS-FREE 1 is
solid black. 2 are solid grey Call
287-2529

LOST 8, FOUND
LOST in SJSC area one organic, puppy
Ger short hair An
part spaniel
swers to Maggie Call 293 4704
238,1261
Help. She’s my old
and I miss her
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